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Bakkavor suffers
Covid-19 downturn
Orders decline across all markets for
fresh prepared specialist as directors
agree substantial wage cut
CEO Agust Gudmundsson is forgoeing his salary for
three months
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In China, the outbreak had a significant
financial

performance in the early months of the
year, though on a positive note the
situation has now stabilised, customers
have reopened stores and sites have
resumed service.
As a result of the ongoing uncertainty,
Bakkavor has withdrawn its financial
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the period. The wider management board
have agreed a 20 per cent cut.
"Bakkavor is a resilient and cash-generative
business with a robust balance sheet, which
has market leading positions in each of the
categories it operates; we are responding to
the impact of Covid-19 from a position of
strength," the firm said.
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